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    IMPORTANT UPDATE   * 
 MEDICARE CERTIFICATION. We are pleased to announce that we recently were awarded 

Medicare’s NOI (Notice of Integration) certificate, issued by the Department of Human 
Services. We fully complied and qualified having undergone their vigorous testing for all the 
very latest Online Claiming functionalities. This included all facets of Medicare Online, DVA 
Streamline, ECLIPSE (Fund claims) and EASYCLAIM BIR (EFTPOS integration with TYRO 
and HICAPS terminals). It was a mammoth project spanning numerous months of work. I 
congratulate Patrick, our Project Manager, for his dedication and huge effort in seeing this 
enormous task through to its success. 

However all this hard, drawn out work for this NOI will continue to pay dividends for our clients well 
into the foreseeable future, as it has in the past. In fact, as many of you may recall, we were the first 
to receive a NOI for HIC Online, as it was called then in 2002. In 2004 we became the first to offer 
ECLIPSE. We were years ahead of most vendors in providing these great products with their 
valuable financial benefits. In 2009 we became the first to offer Integrated EASYCLAIM with a choice 
of 2 EFTPOS terminals. As most of you well know these products have proven invaluable by 
improving cash flow, reducing bad debts and satisfying patients with rapid processing of their claims 
– on the spot with EASYCLAIM in particular. 

This latest NOI puts us and our clients in the very best possible position to further improve and 
benefit from newer claiming and payment systems as these continue to be developed by Medicare 
and ourselves. Recently Medicare advised us that they had temporarily stopped work on their “cloud” 
based services so resources could be allocated to the government’s new CO-PAYMENT system. 

Regardless of any new business benefits and or improvements that the government or technologies 
come up with you can rest assure that MEDILINK will continue to lead in practice management 
software for the benefit of most practices, an undisputed track record we are very proud to have 
achieved.  

 ML2014 R2 update is currently being released to a number of beta test sites. After which we 
will roll out to all MDS clients in a staged manner. Note as previously advised Updates are 
exclusive now, they are only available to MDS subscribers. Sites without MC Online and 
those Medicare Online ONLY sites will be released to first. The second stage will be for those 
who use ECLIPSE and or EASYCLAIM. We will notify each site individually via email of the 
specific target dates to arrange a suitable time for deployment of this Update. 

 MEDILINK ENTERPRISE will then start to be released in parallel with the above, with beta 
sites running our new SQL database version. This has been pending the abovementioned 
NOI to allow us to facilitate full conversion to it. 

As promised, all MDS subscribers will be offered our free upgrade to our ENTERPRISE version 
where again we will have a progressive roll out for you. This version will mainly benefit larger clients, 
providing greater improvements in latest database technologies that importantly offer improvements 
in reliability. 

 IMPORTANT Note for MEDICARE ONLINE users. I advised in our June/July newsletter that 
Medicare will not be accepting your claims if your site is not using their new Claim Forms. 
These new forms must be used to comply with privacy laws for claims after March 2015. 
Claims will be rejected if your software has not been updated to ML2014 R2 or newer. 



 ESSENTIALLY the above means that if you have NOT RENEWED your MDS subscription 
for this current period you will have a serious problem – potentially a very costly one.  

For those clients that may have overlooked renewing this important subscription please refer to 
the REMINDER that we have sent. This provides a link within it to the original invoice dated 1st 
July. Should you have any query re this please phone our Freecall number: 1800623633. 

 MOBILE PHONE APPOINTMENTS. There are many other minor enhancements and 
features within ML2014 R2 and we will be listing these on our web site soon. On this 
subject our new web site is nearing completion and as soon as it is up then those of you 
who are live with ML2013 plus versions, using our Launcher app, will see this immediately. 
This in itself will have new benefits for our users. One of the really exciting things I like with 
ML2014 R2 is our Doctor’s Appointments reminder system that integrates with your practice 
MS Outlook and auto updates to the doctors mobile phone.  

This is a great new feature for use with current iPhones, Android or Windows phones. When the 
Doctor’s appointments are sent from your Medilink Appointment Book then their phone’s calendar 
shows this same detail. Another handy and useful innovative tool for those on the run. 

 FUND RAISING – Geoff, our GM, has now been volunteered, by me, to participate in the 
CEREBAL PALSY LEAGUE’s “Wheel of Change” annual event at Brisbane’s South Bank 
Parklands. Only with your support can we hope to contribute significant monies to this 
wonderful cause. Collectively we can make a difference. Our target is based on $100 per 
practice (Tax deductable), or with your individual staff contributions, we hope to raise some 
significant monies. This high profile event will be a good news story on the day with a fun 
aspect to it being that key business executives stay housed within each cage of this Ferris 
wheel until their target is reached. For those of you that either LOVE or HATE Geoff please 
throw more money at him as he spins around for CHARITY – LITERALLY. We will be telling 
you how to donate soon. This event day is Friday 15th August, please seriously consider.  
 

 New REPORTING ENGINE is another value add we are incorporating in our new 
ENTERPRISE version. This engine is partly developed and will ultimately replace all our 
reports. The real benefit will be for those practices that wish to extract more information 
from their database. A new report interface will facilitate this tool for custom report building. 
 

 PARTNERING for better IT services. We have very recently agreed to team up with 
Carbonelle Consulting to provide a unique service for our MDS clients. This is to be a 
formal arrangement that will provide our clients with expertise for a complete IT practice 
solution for both our software and your hardware/networking needs. This important decision 
stems from our 25 years of knowledge and experience in looking after medical practices. 
Our expertise is with our software, Carbonelle is with hardware / networking. For the first 
time we now will have a professional team of experts to satisfy your complete IT needs. 

I will expand on all of the above in my next newsletter.  

  Client FEEDBACK. I’d like to take this opportunity to thank those users who have 
contributed to some of the new enhancements within ML2014 R2. Particular to Patricia, 
(P.M. for East Adelaide Oral Clinic), it was her idea that triggered us to incorporate, within 
our “Search” routine, the ability to select from a drop list of the last 10 patients “Searched”. I 
am sure many of you will love this little one. Thank you all. 
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